Get ahead of all the cleaning and tidying up before they arrive, so that you can spend more time visiting and enjoying your time together. We have some pro-tips for you, as well as a thorough checklist for getting your home looking its best, and ready for your holiday guests.

Art of Green® is the perfect natural cleaner to help you get the job done quickly.

**Kitchen**
- Spray and wipe down all countertops with Art of Green.
- Spray and wipe down all appliances with Art of Green.
- Sweep and mop the floors.
- Unload the dishwasher.
- Hand wash any serving trays or platters.
- Set out coffee and snacks for guests to access easily.
- Spray and wipe down refrigerator shelves with Art of Green.
- Remove produce and deli meat drawers, and then clean inside and underneath with Art of Green.

**Guest Bathroom**
- Use an Art of Green wipe to wipe down sink and faucet fixtures, and then spray and wipe down the countertops with Art of Green.
- Clean the mirrors.
- Sweep and spot clean the floor.
- Scrub the toilet with cleaner and wipe down the seat and base.
- Store extra toilet paper and cleaning supplies (Art of Green wipes box) under the bathroom sink.

**Guest Bedroom**
- Wash the sheets and make the bed.
- Set out extra blankets, if needed.
- Vacuum or sweep the floors or rugs.
- Declutter the room.
- Set out a basket or tray with a set of towels, small toiletries, and kleenex.
- Install nightlights, as needed.
- Write down the password for your WiFi.

**Living Room & Dining Room**
- Declutter both rooms.
- Dust the furniture.
- Vacuum or sweep the floors or rugs.
- Set out magazines, throw blankets, or extra throw pillows.
- Set out centerpieces, and place settings if applicable.
- Set up extra tables, as needed.
- Pull out and clean special serving dishes, china, and silverware.
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